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Abstract 
This paper investigates the transformation of blogs from online ‘filters’ into a ‘format’ for 
sharing a variety of content on the Web. To account for this process of partial stabilization, this 
study draws on a mixed-methods research design and on an interdisciplinary framework that 
combines scholarship in science and technology studies (STS) and communication studies. The 
article analyzes how different communities of users emerged, and how they created three types 
of websites in the second half of 1990s: online diaries, personal publishing journals, and 
weblogs. Next, it examines the process of technological stabilization through which weblogs 
came to crystallize the practices of Web appropriation of these communities. Three dynamics are 
explored. First, users appropriated weblogs by expanding their types of content. Second, a Web 
application (Blogger) helped the weblog stabilize and standardize as a site suitable for the 
purposes of these user communities. Third, software developers and users redefined it as the 
Web’s ‘native format’. This paper broadens our understanding of technological stabilization by 
showing that its investigation requires the consideration of how artifacts and content are 
variously articulated. 
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Introduction 
Weblogs (or blogs, for short) have evolved into a prime instance of a ‘fluid’ technology (de Laet 
and Mol, 2000), an object enacted and appropriated in multiple ways. For users, blogs represent 
a means for presenting introspective thinking, a record of daily events, a tool for political 
mobilization, a journalistic project, an open-ended literary experiment, a constant exhibition of 
images and videos and, in many cases, a combination of all of the above (Herring et al., 2005; 
Lenhart and Fox, 2006). To account for their fluidity, authors have usually defined blogs as a 
Web ‘format’. An early study of blogs summarizes, ‘Blogging provides scope for an enormous 
variety of expression within a simple, restricted format’ (Nardi et al., 2004: 43, emphasis added). 
Key characteristics of this ‘format’ are the publication of different types of content (or ‘posts’) in 
reverse chronological order and the discretionary use of hyperlinks. Usually created through one 
of the many automated software programs that are available, the blog ‘format’ also includes 
features such as archives of previous posts, search functions within the website, content 
syndication, and a sidebar where links to other blogs are listed (Herring et al., 2005; 
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Papacharissi, 2007). 
 
Yet, early users originally appropriated blogs in a significantly different way. In an influential 
essay, an early blogger, Rebecca Blood (2002b), argues that users initially created these sites in 
1998 as ‘filters’; that is, as websites devoted to classifying and annotating online information. As 
filters, weblogs ‘pre-surfed’ the Web for their readers (Blood, 2002b: 9). Similarly, according to 
journalist Scott Rosenberg (2009: 79), ‘The word “filter” gradually came to describe what early 
webloggers saw as their job: sifting the web’s heap of informational ore for gems.’ Given their 
origins as online filters, how did blogging become such a fluid form of Web appropriation? How 
did blogs develop from filters into a flexible Web ‘format’? 
 
The dominant answer among practitioners is that weblogs merged with sites such as diaries and 
journals only after 1999 as a result of the emergence of automated blogging software, 
particularly Blogger. According to Blood (2002b: 11), ‘It is [Blogger’s] free-form interface 
combined with [its] absolute ease of use which has ... done more to impel the shift from the 
filter-style weblog to journal-style blog than any other factor.’ Accounts such as Blood’s have 
made significant contributions toward understanding, as Rettberg (2008: 28) puts it, the ‘merging 
of genres’ between blogs and other types of websites that took place by the end of the 1990s. 
Scholars and commentators have widely accepted the process described by Blood as a defining 
moment in the early history of blogs (Bar-Ilan, 2005; Rak, 2005). Herring and colleagues (2005: 
161), for example, argue that, partly as a result of this process, blogs have become a ‘hybrid’ or a 
‘heterogeneous blend’ of different online and offline genres. Yet, this kind of account of the 
history of blogs also exhibits three important limitations. First, the conditions under which this 
‘hybrid genre’ or Web ‘format’ emerged and the process of ‘merging’ these practices and 
technologies have remained largely unexplored. Second, researchers have paid relatively little 
attention to how relevant social groups of Web users, such as diarists and personal publishers, 
shaped the development of the blog. Third, by emphasizing the importance of software for 
facilitating mergers between blogs and diaries, these accounts have failed to recognize the 
centrality of users’ agency in shaping and appropriating both the technical and content 
dimensions of these sites. 
 
This paper sheds new light on the weblog’s transformation from an online filter into a fluid Web 
‘format’ by discussing how users appropriated different types of content and websites from 1995 
to 2000. Because it involved interactions between several groups of users around a technology 
and the partial stabilization of its meaning, this case can be conceptualized as an instance of early 
‘closure’ (Pinch and Bijker, 1987). A key analytical concept in science and technology studies 
(STS), closure or stabilization refers to the process through which ‘artifacts appear to have fewer 
problems and become increasingly the dominant form of the technology’ (Kline and Pinch, 1996: 
766). Stabilization thus designates the process through which technologies acquire material form 
and meaning. STS scholars have analyzed how users play a major role in technological 
stabilization by altering the shape of artifacts (Eglash, 2004; Fouché, 2006; Kline and Pinch, 
1996; Oudshoorn and Pinch, 2003). However, while research on the dynamics of closure has 
shown how meaning is attached to artifacts as different actors engage in their material 
appropriation, less attention has been paid to how meaning also arises from practices that involve 
the creation and interpretation of content. Nevertheless, as research in communication studies 
shows, how users produce and interpret media ‘texts’ and how they create meaning through 
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ritual practices are crucial in the use of media technologies (Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 2007; 
Carey, 1992; Hall, 1980b; Livingstone, 2007; Silverstone, 1994). This paper thus broadens our 
knowledge of technological closure by showing that the stabilization of blogs involved the 
mutual shaping of artifact and content. 
 
This study integrates STS and studies of communication and media, and uses a mixed-methods 
research design to examine the process that resulted in the blog’s redefinition as a Web ‘format’. 
The analysis begins by describing the rise of three communities of Web users in the second half 
of the 1990s, and shows how they developed different types of websites–online diaries, personal 
publishing sites, and weblogs–to participate in the public sphere. I then delve into how weblogs 
came to crystallize the practices of these user communities. I consider three dynamics to account 
for this process. First, several users expanded the content of weblogs by appropriating them to 
post a variety of previously differentiated kinds of text (such as diaries and journals). In addition, 
Blogger helped these communities materialize their practices by providing them with a means to 
automate the production of weblogs and use these sites to share a variety of forms of content. 
Finally, as weblogs became more standardized through the creation of templates on Blogger, 
users and software designers reconceptualized them as a ‘format’. This essay concludes with a 
reflection on how this inquiry into the early use and stabilization of blogs affords significant 
opportunities for theory-development in the study of information and communication 
technologies. 
 
Theoretical considerations 
This paper brings together issues of materiality and meaning by considering how practices of 
Web appropriation and processes of technological stabilization blur traditional dualisms, such as 
artifact and content, in the study of media and technology (Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 2007; 
Hayles, 2005; Silverstone, 1994; Williams, 1975). Accordingly, appropriation is treated as the 
twofold process through which users shape the material configuration of technology and create 
meaning through interaction with their content. 
 
To further conceptualize how links between materiality and meaning are established in practice, I 
turn to the theory of ‘articulation’ (Hall, 1980a; Slack, 1989). Stuart Hall defines articulation as 
‘the form of the connection that can make a unity of two different elements, under certain 
conditions. It is a linkage which is not necessary, determined, absolute and essential for all time’ 
(quoted in Grossberg, 1986: 53, emphasis in the original). Thus, this notion invites us to think of 
the appropriation of the Web as the establishment of a contingent linkage between artifact and 
content through which the meaning (or identity) of websites is produced. The present paper 
shows that in this case, articulation functioned as an important means for engaging in the public 
sphere, broadly understood as a space in which people participate to share and discuss certain 
understandings and values (Habermas, 1989; Livingstone, 2005). 
 
Before delving deeper into the process of early stabilization of the blog, some brief remarks are 
in order about the notion of ‘format’. This concept has taken on different meanings in various 
strands of research that help to further understand the dynamics analyzed in this paper. In 
scholarship on the book, format refers primarily to size or shape (Genette, 1997). Another 
conception of format resonates with scholarship on genres that defines these as typified 
responses to recurring, rhetorical situations (Bawarshi, 2001; Devitt, 2004). Finally, the concept 
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of format is used to define the set of technical standards that allows data to be stored and 
reproduced, particularly in analyses of computing and audio technologies (Sterne, 2006). Format, 
in this sense, designates an artifact or medium. From this perspective, format and genres are 
distinct; more precisely, the stabilization of the blog as format (or medium) has enabled the 
emergence of a variety of genres (Miller and Shepherd, 2009). 
 
Building on the insights of these different strands of research, I trace the process of early 
stabilization through which users and software developers rearticulated the materiality and 
content of blogs and thus redefined their identity in significant and lasting ways. By doing so, I 
analyze the early process of what a blog came to stand for in public culture. The analysis not 
only historicizes the uptake of blogs, but also stresses the heuristic power of examining the 
articulation of materiality and content in the study of information and communication 
technologies. 
 
Research design 
Data for this study come from a mixed-method research design. I used four methods of data 
collection: artifact analysis, content analysis, interviews, and archival research. For the artifact 
analysis I examined the materiality of a sample of 27 websites, which I conceptualized as the 
‘emergent propert[ies] created through dynamic interactions between physical characteristics and 
signifying strategies’ (Hayles, 2005: 3). The artifact analysis thus considered websites as the 
product of codes, protocols, and standards, which were used to create a formal apparatus and a 
set of affordances (Galloway, 2004).  Second, I performed a content analysis of the sample of 
websites, in an attempt to determine ‘the “coherent” meaning structures in the text material’ 
(Scheufele, 2008: 967). I examined the contents of 2887 posts on these sites.2 Third, between 
August and December 2009 I conducted 22 semi-structured interviews with the creators of 
different websites and a group of blogging-software developers. Finally, I analyzed a set of 
articles on the uptake of blogging published between 1998 and 2000 – both online and offline – 
by mainstream media organizations and smaller media outlets. Archival research afforded an 
opportunity to analyze the interpretive flexibility of these websites. I examined the data by 
following the basic tenets of grounded theory (Corbin and Strauss, 2008), and ascertained the 
validity of the analysis through methodological and data source triangulation (Denzin, 1978). 
 
Diaries, journals, and weblogs: A genealogy of precursors 
By any measure, the popularization of the World Wide Web in the early 1990s was a landmark 
in the development of the Internet. At least three communities of users emerged in the second 
half of the 1990s as they developed distinct kinds of websites: the online diary, the journal for 
personal publishing, and the weblog. In this section, the most important characteristics of these 
websites (as artifacts and as texts) and the groups that created them will be examined. 
 
Online diaries 
After 1995, a significant number of users turned to the Web to extend the centuries-old practice 
of writing a diary.3 Online diarists came from a diversity of backgrounds and differed in their 
ages, levels of education, occupations, and places of residence. Most users were ‘amateurs’ who 
explored the technical underpinnings of the Web in their households or work places. Thus, the 
creation of diaries may be defined as a matter of appropriation in Eglash’s sense: a challenge 
during the boom of the dot-com era to the increasing colonization of the Web by corporations 
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and their professional websites (Ankerson, 2010). Before the 19th century, diarists commonly 
shared their writings with readers such as friends and family members (Lejeune, 2009). In a 
similar manner, online diarists used the Web as a means to participate in the public sphere 
through the description of their own daily lives and thoughts. Willa Cline (1998), an early user, 
thus noted: ‘I truly love this medium. ... [I]t’s allowed me to get my writing out to a small 
segment of the public and get feedback on it, something that would be pretty much impossible 
any other way.’ Many users kept offline diaries where they continued to write about what they 
considered private reflections. Online diary writing, on the other hand, provided a window for 
others onto the self. 
 
The goal of participating in the public domain was accomplished through the discussion of three 
main themes. The content analysis conducted for this study reveals that an average of almost 92 
percent of the entries on online diaries from 1995 to 2000 dealt with these themes. First, users 
appropriated the online diary to register mundane events, such as conversations, activities, future 
plans, and memories of past events. For instance, Steve Schalchlin (1996) chronicled details of 
his medical treatment for AIDS and the process of producing a musical based on this experience. 
The diary allowed him not only to keep a record of his symptoms, but also to share important 
information about his condition with his relatives in different parts of the country.4 Second, 
diarists also appropriated the Web to write about personal thoughts and feelings in order to 
provide others with a view of what they called their ‘inner world’. A look at the ‘inside’ of the 
diarist was usually the first step in this process of public introspection. Recalling the early days 
of her site, Carolyn Burke (2000) wrote: ‘[I] felt ... I could give back to society something 
important: a snapshot of what a person is like on the inside. ... I exposed my private and intimate 
world to public awareness.’ Third, online diarists used their websites to quote, comment, and 
expand upon emails they received from their readers. Such websites functioned as a key medium 
for establishing relations with readers, some of whom were diarists themselves. Reflecting on the 
meaning of her diary, Mary Anne Mohanraj (1995) asserted: ‘[E]nough people have written to 
me (I get about 10 letters a day) that it seems clear people actually do read (and enjoy) the rest of 
my ramblings.’ 
 
Most users wrote almost daily and devoted a particular time of the day to this activity. Diary 
writing had a ritual value for practitioners, allowing them not only to structure their daily life, but 
also to build and sustain a sense of community with other diarists. Some users thus established 
‘rings’ of online diarists who read each other’s sites continually. Email and Internet Relay Chat 
channels were common forms of communication among them. 
 
Most diarists taught themselves HTML, and the majority of their sites were hand-coded. Only a 
few diarists used early HTML editors. Although some users bought their own domain, most 
online diaries were hosted on free services (such as AOL, Geocities, Tripod, or Xoom). Online 
diaries usually presented the most recent writing on a new page and often included the date on 
which the content was posted, the title of the most recent entry, monthly archives, and 
occasionally a time stamp (see Mohanraj, 1995). On many occasions, users titled particular 
months or periods of their life. Some diaries included visitor counters, and most incorporated a 
navigation menu which linked the main page to previous entries and other sections of the 
website. 
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Online diarists considered this combination of a hand-coded website and public descriptions of 
their private life as a new kind of artistic creation. For instance, reflecting on the significance of 
cross-diary conversations, Louise Pothier defined her site as ‘a new form of art. It was new, 
spontaneous, unexpected, we didn’t know where it was going’.5 Although writing a diary for 
others to read was not a novel practice, online diaries were innovative in the way they enabled an 
immediate dissemination and exchange of writings within sizeable communities of diarists and 
readers. Online diarists envisioned themselves as authors transforming an existing cultural genre 
into a new medium for personal expression and communication with others. 
 
Personal publishing journals 
Another community of Web users emerged in the second half of the 1990s under the banner of 
‘personal publishing’. Personal publishing was an ambiguous concept purposively deployed by 
users to characterize a wide range of projects linked only by a common interest in appropriating 
the Web as a means for creative writing and artistic design. Before turning to the Web, most 
members of this group had developed other forms of publishing, such as newspapers, magazines, 
or mailing lists. Some users had formal training in fields such as English, journalism, literature, 
photography, and theater. For them, the Web provided a new opportunity to expand their creative 
activities and gain a wider audience. 
 
Personal publishing was a twofold concept that involved both the creation of several types of 
content and a particular approach to the design of the Web as an artifact. Personal publishers 
avoided the term ‘diary’, which they associated with writing exclusively about real events and 
thoughts inspired by daily life, and often referred to their websites as ‘journals’.6 They combined 
definitions of journals as both chronicles of personal thoughts and publication venues for texts of 
various sorts. My content analysis reveals that users wrote many kinds of texts that included 
essays, fiction, poems, reviews, and journalistic pieces. An important proponent of personal 
publishing, Lance Arthur, recalls, ‘I was writing about day-to-day events, but also writing 
commentary, journalism, and fiction, along with creating community spaces, producing an 
HTML guide and juggling it all in the same place.’7 

 
Users also created other types of websites to share their various forms of writing. Online 
magazines, such as Leslie Harpold’s Smug, Alexis Massie’s Afterdinner, and Derek Powazek’s 
(1996) Fray were important sites for personal publishing, which some users called ‘personal 
narrative publishing’ (Sippey, 1996) or ‘personal stories’ (Zeldman, 1998b). Personal publishers 
founded these magazines to establish a collaborative venue, unlike with websites that were 
primarily created by individuals. For Sippey (1996), ‘the true beauty of [such a website], versus 
the slew of personal diaries and online ramblings, [lay] in its collaborative nature’. In this sense, 
personal publishers envisioned themselves as forming a loose community that coalesced around 
a similar approach to collective outlets for Web publishing. Having met other users online 
mostly through their Web projects, personal publishers soon translated this sense of community 
into efforts to meet in person (Powazek, 2002: xxvi). 
 
In addition, personal publishers devoted significant attention to the website as an artifact. For 
them, according to Harpold, ‘[t]he design [was] part of the content’ (quoted in Zeldman, 1998c). 
Whereas some users hand-coded their sites, others turned to early HTML editors, such as 
Homesite, to automate part of the creative process. These sites were often characterized by 
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sophisticated graphic designs and the use of a wider range of elements than most online diaries, 
such as images, illustrations, colors, and animated GIFs (Graphics Interchange Format) (for 
example, see Fray (Powazek, 1996)). Some users employed graphics editing software, 
particularly Photoshop, to alter images in artistic ways, and some incorporated music as an 
integral part of the website. Many personal publishers owned one or several domains to host their 
sites, and they often consulted the source codes of other websites to explore their technical 
underpinnings. Through these practices, users aimed to take the Web into a new phase of 
development. Arthur maintains, ‘We were attempting to explore the boundaries of web and 
browser capabilities. [Our] goals extended the medium into other areas, and brought in outside 
parties to participate.’8 

 
This singular combination of artifact and content was at the heart of what many users envisioned 
as a new way to appropriate the Web. When assessing the merits of Powazek’s Fray, Sippey 
(1996) stated, ‘Without the excellent writing, the design would mean nothing. And without the 
design, the stories wouldn’t be as powerful.’ Moreover, the goal of developing this new, public 
mode of publishing also required rethinking the subject position of the Web user. The online 
personal publisher, users suggested, was a blend of a writer, designer, and artist. Massie, for 
instance, defined herself as ‘part writer, part designer, part publisher, part manager, part 
evangelist, part reader, part collaborator, part warlord’ (quoted in Zeldman, 1998a). As both 
online diary writing and personal publishing further stabilized, between 1997 and 1999 a 
radically different approach to the appropriation of the Web developed: weblogging. 
 
Weblogs 
Since the mid-1990s, another group of users created websites with a common objective: to sort 
the increasing amount of content found on the World Wide Web.9 In December 1997, adapting 
the term ‘web log’ from the name given to the reports of websites’ activity generated by Web 
servers, computer programmer Jorn Barger (1998a) named these sites ‘weblogs’.10 Barger 
described the purpose of his weblog as an attempt ‘to scour the Web, compiling a library of 
URLs that ... could refer people to various topics. ... In a sense, [it was] a more useful way to 
maintain bookmarks (annotated, chronological).’ Many weblog users were related to the 
technology-and Internet-development fields, and thus had proficient knowledge of a variety of 
programming languages. In addition, most of them were male, had experience of creating 
software, and were involved in online groups, such as newsgroups and mailing lists that 
discussed the technical development of the Internet. 
 
Fascinated by the increasingly vast amount of data available on the Web, users created sites that 
could help them share the outcomes of their Web explorations. These users were less motivated 
by notions of self-expression and creative writing (as defined by online diarists and personal 
publishers) and focused instead on recording their travels through the Web. Weblogs were 
frequently updated to discuss and classify news and interesting information found online. In this 
sense, they functioned as a type of reference source for their creators and readers. My content 
analysis indicates that the overwhelming majority of weblogs between 1997 and 1999 included 
news about technological developments, particularly to do with the Internet and Web design, as 
well as reflections about the weblog as a website. An average of almost 79 percent of the posts in 
the sample of weblogs from 1997 to 1999 dealt with these subjects. The dominant element in this 
type of website was the hyperlink. Dave Winer (1999), a well-known figure in the Bay Area 
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software industry and early weblog user, defined this type of site as ‘a collection of links, 
updated frequently, often several times a day, that represent the interests of a single web person’. 
Several users referred to the practice of creating and sharing online navigation sequences through 
hyperlinks as ‘filtering’, ‘curating’, or ‘pre-surfing’ the Web’s content. Barger, for instance, 
related this practice to previous forms of communication: 

 
Back before electricity, people used to send messages from hilltop to hilltop, over long distances, 
by building signal-fires. This new network of web-surfers ... [is] the web reincarnation of this – 
scanning each others’ pages to pick up hot tips (http’s!) that we can then pass quickly along. 
(Barger, 1998b) 

 
Unlike many online diarists and personal publishers who hand-coded their websites, most early 
weblog users utilized a scripting software program named Frontier (designed by Winer) to create 
their sites. The majority of these websites shared a particular interface design: the most recent 
updates were always posted on top of previous ones, creating a reverse chronological order (for 
example, see Barrett, 1998). This design was intended to foreground the newest content on the 
website and make it easier to read. According to Wesley Felter, an early weblog user and 
Frontier developer, ‘[t]he idea was that someone was coming to read the weblog every day, and 
they wanted to see what’s new since yesterday, so [we would] put the more interesting or more 
important links at the top’.11 
 
This feature also distinguished weblogs from online diaries, in which users typically posted new 
entries on a new page of the website, and from personal publishing websites, in which artistic 
considerations often were highlighted in the design. Other features on these sites included a 
navigation menu; automated search functions using keywords or categories assigned to content; 
archives; options for allowing readers to change the configuration of the website’s colors; and 
mechanisms for sharing a link with the creator of the site. Most weblog users owned their own 
domain to host their site. 
 
As Felter’s words suggest, reading other weblogs on a daily basis was a key practice among 
users. Throughout 1999, many users included a sidebar on their websites that listed other sites 
they frequently visited. As the ritual practices of creating, linking to, and constantly reading this 
type of site further stabilized, users established communicative mechanisms such as mailing lists 
and online forums, and began referring to themselves as ‘the weblog community’ (Ammann, 
2009). 
 
Like online diarists and personal publishers, weblog creators also enacted singular identities. 
‘Bloggers’ presented themselves as technologically savvy individuals capable of transforming 
their particular concerns into online navigation sequences. For users, weblogs provided an 
interface between the ‘world’ of Web explorers and the public sphere, where others could 
discover their interests. 
 
Stabilization and the rise of the blog as format 
Toward the end of the 1990s, several members of the different user communities stabilized the 
way they appropriated weblogs and used them to participate in the public sphere. Three 
dynamics were crucial for shaping this process. First, users expanded the content of weblogs – or 
blogs, as they began to call them in May 1999 – by appropriating them to create kinds of text that 
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were not part of the original use of the technology. Second, the development of blogging 
software, particularly Blogger, facilitated and materialized this rearticulation of the weblog 
artifact and new types of content. Third, the blog stabilized both materially and symbolically as it 
was standardized through software templates and as users redefined it as a ‘format’. 
 
Expanding the weblog’s content 
Although the distinctions between diaries, journals, and weblogs remained significant for a 
number of users, other members of these three communities increasingly combined the practices 
of recording personal events or thoughts, writing on different issues, and filtering the Web, as 
they appropriated weblogs to integrate different types of content that previously had remained 
separate. Some pioneer weblog users, for instance, ventured into writing about personal thoughts 
and mundane events in their lives, a practice that for the most part they had associated with 
online diarists. An early blogger, Steven Bogart (1999), thus analyzed his own tendency to 
comment about daily activities on his website: ‘Are there rules for web logs? I’m talking a lot 
more lately instead of pointing to other places on the web. Maybe I’m turning this into a journal. 
Maybe this is a phase. Maybe what I call it doesn’t matter that much.’ Similarly, when writing 
about personal thoughts instead of annotating hyperlinks on his website, Dan Lyke (1999a) 
asserted: ‘It’s a weblog! No, wait, it’s a diary!’ Some months later, Lyke (1999b) concluded: 
‘Flutterby is as much journal as it is weblog, and as such I want to make sure that the critical 
times and feelings in my life get recorded.’ The content analysis also indicates that comments 
about technology, the Internet, and Web design in early weblogs significantly decreased over 
time (from almost 86 percent of the posts in 1997 to about 64 percent in 2001). In contrast, 
entries that dealt with personal issues (thoughts about personal life or descriptions of events) 
radically increased during the same period (from 3 percent in 1997 to 36 percent in 2001). 
 
In addition to pioneer bloggers, new users appropriated weblogs to share diverse kinds of content 
as well as linking to other sites on the Web. For them, the reverse chronological order that 
characterized weblogs provided an ideal framework for organizing different kinds of writings. 
For instance, technology journalist Dan Gillmor started a column in October 1999 as a weblog at 
the San Jose Mercury News. Recalling his early days of blogging, Gillmor (2003: 79) described 
the integration of journalistic writing and weblogs as ‘a natural fit’. He wrote: ‘I dropped mini-
essays onto it without worrying about compromising the objectivity. ... Think of the blog as an 
ongoing Reporter’s Notebook’ (Gillmor, 2003: 80). According to Heather Anne Halpert, an 
architect at a software design firm who started blogging in April 1999: 
 

[This website] fit exactly this sort of impulse that I had to connect to people online. [I would 
write about] things I don’t want to forget and things that I would love someone else to help me 
solidify. [My blog] had to do with putting half-baked ideas out there as a way of starting to 
communicate with other people.12 

 
As these statements illustrate, throughout 1999, users appropriated the weblog as an interface 
between thoughts of different nature (such as journalistic observations or ‘half-baked ideas’) and 
the public domain, where these ideas could be the subject of further debate. By using this 
singular kind of website for sharing multiple types of content, users expected to enroll others in 
exchanges and discussions of their writing. 
 
During this period, many online diarists and personal publishers also turned to blogs as a means 
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to combine several kinds of content. Derek Powazek, whose online magazine Fray had been a 
central venue for personal publishing since its creation in 1996, thus reconceptualized blogging 
as a versatile form of Web appropriation: ‘I love weblogs because they’re yet another way for 
people to express themselves online. Sure, they’re full of links. They’re also full of lives ... 
Diary. Weblog. Portal. Blah. You can call it whatever you want’ (Powazek, 2000). From this 
perspective, diaries, journals, and weblogs were linked by the common motivation of their users 
to share a variety of topics online and to interact with others through the practices of writing and 
linking. Blogger Brigitte Eaton, who updated the most comprehensive list of weblogs in early 
1999, stated: ‘having looked at over 550 blogs, i can only say that the one consistent thing 
between weblogs is a time-based organization. some people just list links, some people just keep 
journals, and others mix the two, but, they all update regularly’ (Eaton, 2000; punctuation in 
original). As Eaton’s comment illustrates, the content of blogs expanded as a result of how 
members of various communities used these sites. This process unfolded through the 
combination of different types of writing rather than the disappearance of any particular form of 
content. In parallel, users developed new ways to conceptualize the blog that could account for 
this content transformation. Throughout 1999, definitions of the blog thus started to shift towards 
a conception that centered on formal features (such as ‘time-based organization’), rather than a 
unique purpose for using the Web (such as, ‘pre-surfing’ it). The weblog thus acquired a new set 
of meanings. 
 
Redesigning the weblog: The emergence of Blogger 
The expansion of the content of blogs was tied to their material stabilization, particularly by 
informing the emergence of blogging software. The creation of software crystallized the efforts 
of communities of Web users (such as online diarists, personal publishers, early and new weblog 
users) to communicate with others in the public sphere, expressed through the rearticulation of 
the blog’s artifact and content discussed above. 
 
In 1999, software developers designed the first automated computer programs for creating blogs. 
Andrew Smales released software for weblog users called Pitas in July 1999 and, 4 months later, 
Diaryland for online diarists. Paul Kedrosky, a business school professor at the University of 
British Columbia, launched Groksoup in August 1999.13 For their part, Pyra, a three-person 
company in San Francisco interested in the development of software programs for collaborative 
management, launched an automated Web application named Blogger in August 1999. 
Originally conceived as an internal blog for the company (called Stuff), Blogger evolved into a 
side project intended to supplement Pyra’s online management program – known, for lack of a 
better name, as the ‘Pyra app’ – until it was finally released as an independent product 
(Rosenberg, 2009). The name Blogger was suggested by Pyra’s co-founder Evan Williams. This 
name evoked the vernacular term blog, which had become increasingly popular after Peter 
Merholz coined it in May 1999, and thus distinguished the software from other competing 
alternatives that referred to these sites as weblogs. 
 
Two important factors influenced Blogger’s design. First, its developers had specific conceptions 
about the ideal, ‘virtual’ users of their products (Bardini, 2000). The definition of the identity of 
potential users is key in the process of technological design (Akrich, 1992; Woolgar, 1991). In 
the case of the ‘Pyra app’ and Blogger, users were defined as ‘Web people’, that is, people for 
whom the Web represented their primary means of interaction. Blogger’s designers adopted their 
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own identities as a typical representation of virtual users. According to Paul Bausch, one of its 
developers: 
 

[Blogger] was designed for people like us at the time. We considered ourselves ‘Web people’ as 
opposed to email people, phone people, or other types of communication. We wanted everything 
on the Web, and we wanted our interactions to take place there.14 

 
Blogger’s virtual user thus encompassed the identities of diarists, personal publishers, and 
bloggers. Through its design, Blogger’s developers sought to crystallize the practices of users 
who championed the ability to communicate with others online and make their contributions to 
the public domain available in various forms of mediated content. 
 
Second, Blogger’s developers attempted to transcend the blog’s definition as centered 
exclusively on the use of hyperlinks. They incorporated other forms of Web appropriation, such 
as diary writing and personal publishing, into the range of legitimate practices afforded by the 
software. According to Bausch, ‘We consciously wanted Blogger to be a blank canvas for 
people.’15 For Pyra’s co-founder, Meg Hourihan, ‘Blogger could help publish a [diary] or a blog. 
It [didn’t] really matter.’16 In this sense, for Evan Williams the weblog’s early definition seemed 
dated. In an interview conducted in 2000 he maintained: ‘I always chided against the definition 
of weblogs as link lists or annotations of the Web. ... I think it’s pretty accepted at this point that 
the definition is broader’ (quoted in Turnbull, 2002: 81–82). Thus, Blogger’s purpose was 
primarily to automate the publication of different types of content in reverse chronological order. 
The use of hyperlinks, previously considered the hallmark of blogging, receded in prominence, 
as a blank box in which users could post text became the central component in Blogger’s 
interface. According to Hourihan: 
 

Blogger was all about this box ... it [made it] easy to post whatever. It removed all the 
complexities. You didn’t have to know HTML. Eventually we made a button to put the HTML 
and help make the links, but at first it was the box.17 

 
A file transfer protocol (FTP) automatically transmitted the content written on the interface of 
Blogger to the server that hosted the website. This feature distinguished Blogger from its 
immediate competitors, which provided hosting for their users’ websites. Blogger’s designers 
insisted that users could greatly benefit from their appropriation of software to produce these 
sites. Evan Williams argued, ‘[T]hese days I fully embrace [the personal publishing label]. To 
me, that’s what is important and exciting about Blogger – it empowers personal publishers’ 
(quoted in Turnbull, 2002: 81). In this view, the capacity to integrate various forms of content 
made weblogs a unique option in the Web ecology. 
 
Despite the availability of other software for creating diaries (such as Diaryland and LiveJournal) 
and weblogs (such as Pitas and Groksoup), many users embraced Blogger for what seemed to 
them a more flexible and efficient way to post online. According to online diarist Steve 
Schalchlin, ‘Blogger ha[d] more tools that I didn’t know how to build. It [gave] me more 
capabilities. The electronics ha[d] caught up to the art.’18 From this perspective, the automation 
of website production practices helped to multiply the possible combinations of various types of 
content with the weblog artifact. Lance Arthur, an important member of the personal publishing 
group, recalls his adoption of Blogger as follows: ‘Blogger automated many if not all of those 
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laborious coding functions that were otherwise being done by hand.’19 For well-known weblog 
users, Blogger’s features for Web publishing became a sign of its superiority. A few days after 
the release of the software, Peter Merholz (1999) wrote, ‘Why should you choose Blogger.com 
over, say, Pitas? Flexibility! ... With a rudimentary knowledge of HTML, you can format it just 
how you like it.’ In addition, given that Blogger had been conceived as a supplement to Pyra’s 
original collaborative system, its designers opted to offer it for free, an incentive to attract new 
clients to the ‘Pyra app’. In light of the success of this strategy in allowing Blogger to gain new 
users, Pyra decided to abandon the original application and focus exclusively on the new 
software. Rosenberg (2009) argues that bad marketing strategies by rivals also shaped Blogger’s 
uptake. Although software such as Pitas and other subsequent options such as Edit this Page 
(Manila) remained in operation, none equaled the number of users achieved by Blogger in the 
year following its launching. 
 
Redefining the blog as format 
A process of partial stabilization followed the two parallel dynamics described thus far and 
further reinforced the link between them. In this process, the definition of the blog as a ‘format’ 
replaced most of its previous descriptions. As users expanded the content of this website and 
software programs redefined its characteristics and purposes, the identity of the blog 
significantly shifted from an online filter to a ‘format’ suited ‘for publishing all kinds of 
information on the Web’, as Evan Williams described it (quoted in Turnbull, 2002: 83). Three 
dynamics were crucial for shaping this process of stabilization: the relative standardization of the 
blog through the creation of templates; the discursive work involved in defining this standardized 
website as a Web ‘format’; and the diffusion of this conception of blogs among other users and 
stakeholders. 
 
Processes of standardization are key for helping certain practices and technological solutions 
gain stability and travel through different contexts (Alder, 1998; Jordan and Lynch, 1998). In this 
sense, the goal of software design is not only to automate processes but also to create generic 
products that can be appropriated in diverse settings (Bruun and Sierla, 2008). In the case of 
blogs, standardization was partially achieved through the creation of templates. To further 
automate content-production dynamics, software producers developed templates with a specific 
set of predefined elements and features that were automatically reproduced by every blog created 
through the software. Blogger’s templates allowed users to customize their blogs by filling 
particular blank spaces on the interface. As noted earlier, new entries on each blog were 
automatically published in reverse chronological order. Other standardized features included the 
time stamp, archives, and search functions. Users could also create a sidebar to list other blogs 
and add hyperlinks to their posts by filling a blank space on the interface. Thus, by appropriating 
Blogger, users such as online diarists and personal publishers could incorporate into their 
websites various affordances and features that had previously been limited to weblogs. After the 
development of these templates in 1999 and 2000, sites produced through the software shared a 
more consistent set of characteristics. 
 
In September 2000, Blogger also offered users the ability to host for free the websites created 
through their templates on the company’s server, with the subdomain name blogspot.com. As 
discussed above, several users, particularly online diarists, had opted for this solution instead of 
owning their domains. In this way, Blogger became an important option for users who wanted an 
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automated system for updating their websites and a free solution for hosting them. 
Technology and media producers have consistently worked to set up the terms with which to 
interpret their products and identities (Gillespie, 2010; McAllister and Turow, 2002). As 
Gillespie (2010) shows, this process involves discursive work to define what a technology is and 
what its proper functions are. Following a similar strategy, Blogger’s designers and users 
redefined blogs as the ‘native format’ of the Web. Meg Hourihan (2002) recapitulated this notion 
in an essay posted on O’Reilly’s Networks: 
 

[A]s the Web has matured, we’ve developed our own native format for writing online, a format 
that moves beyond the page paradigm: The weblog, with its smaller, more concise, unit of 
measurement; and the post, which ... is a self-contained topical unit ... [I]t’s the amalgamation of 
multiple posts – on varying topics – on a single page that distinguishes the weblog from its online 
ancestor, the home page. (Hourihan, 2002; emphasis in original) 

 
The notion of format put forth by users played an important role in the redefinition of blogs. 
Users and software developers utilized it in three important ways that exploited the plasticity of 
the concept to bridge multiple meanings. First, they deployed it to suggest that weblogs were a 
content-agnostic medium. For Williams, ‘What was significant about blogs was the format – not 
the content’ (quoted in Turnbull, 2002: 82). In a similar manner, Hourihan (2002) suggested, 
‘What we write about does not define us as bloggers; it’s how we write about it (frequently, ad 
nauseam, peppered with links).’ In this way, users shifted the focus of blogging from a singular 
end such as online filtering, to the necessary means for creating, storing, and sharing content 
online. Posts on daily events and personal thoughts, largely associated with diarists and personal 
publishers, thus became legitimate content of weblogs. Second, ‘format’ tied the blog to the 
notion of genre, a particular arrangement (or ‘amalgamation’) of technological features 
crystallized in software templates. Hourihan (2002) stated, ‘When we talk about weblogs, we’re 
talking about a way of organizing information, independent of its topic. ... Weblogs simply 
provide the framework, as haiku imposes order on words.’ Finally, ‘format’ also designated the 
particular size and shape of the blog as a publication outlet, which users and software developers 
described in opposition to the ‘page paradigm’. Blogs, they argued, revolved around the ‘post’, a 
unique, smaller unit for producing meaning. For Hourihan, the shift from the page to the post 
‘liberated’ users from the limitations of the page, particularly its size. The notion of format thus 
helped to stabilize weblogs by allowing its proponents to reconcile the expansion of the content 
of blogs with the standardization of the artifact through software. 
 
In addition, users tied these conceptions of format to the concept of nativity. In this way, they 
reconceptualized the weblog as indigenous to the Internet: a product of the evolution of the Web 
as a medium for communication and community building. The concept also provided weblogs 
with a history that connected them to their precursors (that is, online diaries, personal publishing 
journals, and online filters) and linked their emergence to the foundation of the Web itself. 
Referring to Marc Andreessen’s original ‘What’s New’ page, early blogger Jesse James Garrett 
stated: ‘In the beginning, there was only one weblog. We are all coattail riders’ (Garrett, 1999). 
Redefined as a ‘native format’, the blog thus represented for users the culmination of the 
maturation of the Web into a singular blend and arrangement of material features and types of 
content. 
 
Users from different communities helped this singular conception of blogs-as-‘format’ achieve 
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wider resonance. Derek Powazek (who worked at Pyra as Creative Director during 2000) wrote 
in a handbook for developing communities on the Internet: 
 

The year 2000 saw the rebirth of a very old web idea, repackaged in some new technology, and 
unleashed as the weblog ... . The recipe for a weblog is simple: Make a [website] and put 
microcontent (short blurbs and blips) on it. ... The content of [this] site could be anything ... the 
tool is content agnostic. (Powazek, 2002: 264, 269)  

 
Similarly, early blogger Peter Merholz (2000) asserted: ‘I think there is a new form of 
communication/publishing taking place. It’s not necessarily about annotated links, or diary 
entries, or whatnot. It’s simply about putting form to thought and getting it out there.’ For these 
users, weblogs had become an ideal means to ‘repackage’ (as medium) and give ‘form’ (as 
genre) to ‘blurbs’ and ‘thoughts’ of different kinds (including those previously attributed to 
diaries and journals) and to display them in the public sphere (or ‘out there’). In 2002, Rebecca 
Blood stated, ‘It has become highly unfashionable these days to define the weblog in any way 
beyond its basic format. To do so is considered an affront to the creative impulse of thousands of 
personal publishing mavens’ (Blood, 2002a: 18, emphasis added). 
 
Considering how journalists portrayed the emergence of blogs provides insight into their early 
stabilization and the transformation of their identity in public culture. In one of the first articles 
published on weblogs, Scott Rosenberg (1999) defined them as ‘chronological lists of links’ and 
situated them within the larger history of information classification systems. According to 
Rosenberg, blogging exemplified the rise of ‘tools and strategies for helping Web users cope 
with the vast media terrain we all now inhabit.’ One and one-half years later, Mead’s article, 
You’ve Got Blog, published in the The New Yorker, signaled the change in the nature of 
blogging. Mead (2000: 104) argued that ‘[m]ost of the new blogs are ... intimate narratives rather 
than digests of links and commentary; to read them is to enter a world in which the personal lives 
of participants have become part of the public domain’. Mead chronicled the relationship 
between two early bloggers, Meg Hourihan and Jason Kottke, and the role of their weblogs in 
how their relationship developed. Thus, Mead portrayed blogging not in terms of the evolution of 
information organization devices, but rather as an ‘intimate world’ where users shared with 
others the mundane experience of falling in love. 
 
The process of early stabilization that resulted in the blog’s definition as a ‘format’ was not 
devoid of controversy. As these dynamics unfolded, some users resisted, sometimes vigorously, 
the combination of different types of content and the new uses to which blogs were put. Users 
primarily debated the nature of the content of weblogs and their differences from other types of 
websites. McNeill (2009) suggests that some bloggers (mostly male and members of the 
technology development industry) also refused to be associated with diaries – a cultural form that 
is commonly thought of as feminine. Nevertheless, as the use of automated blogging software 
further stabilized, users found new ways to rearticulate the weblog artifact with multiple types of 
content, thus expanding its range of legitimate meanings (Lenhart and Fox, 2006). By constantly 
referring to blogs in the media and describing them in terms other than the original concept of 
the filter, journalists also continued to play a role in helping the blog enact new identities in 
public culture (Jones and Himelboim, 2010). 
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Concluding remarks 
This paper analyzed the transformation of the blog from an online filter to a Web ‘format’ 
suitable for various groups of users to appropriate. The genealogy of the precursors to the blog 
revealed how different communities of users defined themselves (partly against one another) by 
creating dynamic combinations of artifacts and content. These groups variously wove together 
materiality and content. Online diarists concentrated on sharing thoughts about their daily lives 
and interacting with readers. They envisioned the website as a public window through which to 
express their inner selves. For personal publishers, participating in the public space required a 
focus on both the process of content creation and the design of sophisticated websites. Through 
these practices, they sought to create new communicative possibilities on the Web. Weblog users 
(most of whom were involved in the Internet development field) produced websites that recorded 
online navigation sequences and sought to help others discover interesting content. This paper’s 
discussion of the articulation of technology and content thus brought into sharp relief the 
differences between these practices of Web appropriation and how they crystallized into singular 
kinds of websites. By exploring how they established singular combinations of artifacts and 
texts, it showed how users originally performed various identities (such as the online diarist, the 
personal publisher, and the blogger); and by considering how materiality and content intersected, 
the paper made sense of the nature of central practices in the early appropriation of the Web 
(Siles, 2011). 
 
This inquiry into the history of blogs also invites a reconsideration of processes of technological 
stabilization, an important topic for theorizing in STS and communication studies. By the end of 
the 1990s, members of different groups of Web users rearticulated the weblog artifact with a 
multiplicity of texts and attributed a novel meaning to it. The emergence of Blogger helped this 
process of crystallization by providing a means to produce and standardize blogs, and a singular 
imaginary to redefine them. As a result, weblogs acquired a new identity as a ‘format’ for 
posting a diversity of content online rather than just filtering such content. This process can be 
defined as ‘reinvention’ in Eglash’s (2004) sense, in that it involved both material and symbolic 
transformations of an artifact in which some users operating from outside of power centers 
played a significant role. The constitution of blogs as a ‘format’ therefore involved a mutual 
shaping of artifact and content. As an artifact, the blog helped users combine multiple kinds of 
texts; in parallel, ritual practices of content creation also shaped the blog’s development as an 
artifact. In this sense, not only was the technology loaded with meaning through the process of 
articulation, as Latour (1999: 51) suggests, but meaning also was, as it were, loaded with an 
object. That is, as blogs acquired meaning through ritual practices of content production, various 
forms of text were shaped through the technological stabilization of the blog. 
 
This study also suggests that an analysis of either materiality or content would give an overly 
restrictive account of the complex process of stabilization. On the one hand, a focus on the 
technology would elucidate the blog’s construction as a medium, but would make less visible the 
ritual practices of content creation and community building that shaped what the weblog became. 
This paper showed that several diarists, personal publishers, and weblog users explored the 
possibilities of weblogs for integrating different types of content months before automated 
software became available. On the other hand, a focus only on users’ practices of content 
creation would emphasize their interpretive agency in appropriating the Web in creative ways, 
but would fail to highlight the significance of the weblog’s constitution into a particular type of 
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artifact. An exclusive focus on content production practices thus would run the risk of 
overlooking how the materiality of these sites was crucial for the combination of the different 
types of content that shaped the blog’s identity. Consequently, neglecting either dimension 
would result in a failure to consider important factors that affected the emergence and 
stabilization of the blog. 
 
In STS research, the concept of closure or stabilization has helped explain how technologies 
acquire material form and meaning (Pinch and Bijker, 1987). But the ways that singular 
interactions with the content of these technologies are involved in this process remains largely 
unexplored. Similarly, in scholarship on technological appropriation in STS, changes in the 
symbolic use of artifacts are considered less significant than the alterations of their materiality 
(for example, Eglash, 2004). In contrast, communication and media research has made valuable 
contributions toward understanding how symbolic practices of content creation and interpretation 
emerge and stabilize as genres (Miller, 1984). However, the move towards definitions of genre 
as typified action has resulted in limited attention to issues of materiality. In addition, in this 
body of work, materiality is often reduced to issues of form. In contrast, this study showed that 
the stabilization of blogs as artifacts was significantly tied to their stabilization as a ‘meta-genre’ 
that encompassed and accommodated the bundles of practice, form, and content that 
characterized other websites (as genres).20 In other words, the blog’s redefinition as a ‘format’ 
involved a parallel constitution of the technology, the expanding range of content articulated 
with that technology, and the various practices of appropriation by users that shaped such 
articulation of content. 
 
The early stabilization of blogs can thus be defined as a mutual configuration of medium and 
meta-genre that further empowered the use of blogs as a content-agnostic ‘format’, and 
disempowered alternative viewpoints that held on to the continual significance of the differences 
between diaries, journals, and filters. It is precisely because of its plasticity and capacity to 
designate both material and content arrangements that the notion of ‘format’ was seen as a 
compelling term to name the result of this process of stabilization. Consequently, this analysis 
demonstrates that the dynamics of closure not only accounted for how a partial consensus about 
the meaning of the artifact was achieved, but also for the production and interpretation of the 
content the technology embodied. This study thus suggests that investigations of technological 
stabilization should also consider the articulation process through which these two dimensions 
connect in specific ways and shape each other over long periods of time. 
 
The dynamics analyzed in this paper have crucial implications for thinking about the subsequent 
development of blogs. As blogs stabilized, their use as a type of diary or journal became their 
most common form of appropriation (Papacharissi, 2007). In addition, the use of software turned 
into a norm for creating blogs (Herring et al., 2005). Users appropriated various software 
programs to expand the range of articulations between the blog artifact and novel types of 
content (particularly journalistic and political commentaries) as a response to singular concerns 
and contexts (Graves, 2007; Miller and Shepherd, 2009). Underlying these forms of Web 
appropriation is a conception of the blog as a content agnostic ‘format’, a medium that can 
integrate other genres and new types of content and thus be used for various purposes. This essay 
examined stabilization not as a process through which blogs acquired an ultimate, unchangeable 
identity, but rather as a set of material and symbolic dynamics that allowed the technology to 
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absorb various identities (de Laet and Mol, 2000). Building on this process that defined it as a 
fluid ‘format’ for participating in the public sphere, the popularization of the blog soon became 
one of the most significant phenomena of contemporary digital culture. 
 
Notes 
The author wishes to thank Pablo Boczkowski for his invaluable guidance and suggestions, Ken Alder, 
Thierry Bardini, Eugenia Mitchelstein, and Janice Radway for their insightful comments, as well as the 
journal editor, Michael Lynch, and four anonymous reviewers for their most helpful suggestions. 
 
1. I do not mean to suggest that research in communication studies has neglected issues of materiality. 
Yet, as the case of McLuhan (1968) and other ‘medium’ theorists suggests, some scholarship in this field 
that concentrates on materiality has also overlooked how the production of meaning through interactions 
with content matters for the stabilization of media.  
2. As a tag in HTML code and a form of text, hyperlinks can be considered part of both the website’s 
materiality and content. Hyperlinks thus invite us constantly to reconsider the mutual shaping of these 
dimensions.  
3. See, for instance, the Online Diary History Project at www.diaryhistoryproject.com/ (accessed 27 June 
2011).  
4. Schalchlin, interview with author, 19 August 2009.  
5. Pothier, interview with author, 21 September 2009.  
6. In this study, I use the term ‘journal’ to refer only to those sites created by personal publishers  and thus 
distinguish them from online diaries.  
7. Arthur, interview with author, 29 September 2009.  
8. Arthur, interview with author, 29 September 2009.  
9. Jesse James Garrett listed some of the early members of this group of weblog users (or  what he calls 
‘ye old skool’) at http://jjg.net/retired/portal/tpoowl.html (accessed 27 June  2011).  
10. Before the popularization of the weblog term in 1998 and 1999, users also referred to these  websites as 
‘news pages’ and ‘micro-portals’.  
11. Felter, interview with author, 24 September 2009.  
12. Halpert, interview with author, 26 August 2009.  
13. By the end of the same year, Dave Winer released Edit this Page, which gave users access to  his 
software Manila, and Jeff A. Campbell created VelociNews. Also in 1999, Brad Fitzpatrick launched 
LiveJournal to create diaries and journals. In addition, Noah Grey designed a blogging software program 
named Grey Matter in 2000.  
14. Bausch, interview with author, 19 September 2009.  
15. Bausch, interview with author, 19 September 2009.  
16. Hourihan, interview with author, 26 August 2009.  
17. Hourihan, interview with author, 26 August 2009.  
18. Schalchlin, interview with author, 19 August 2009.  
19. Arthur, interview with author, 29 September 2009.  
20. Scholarship on genre usually defines ‘meta-genre’ as the talk that surrounds the use and production of 
genres. I use this notion in a different way–to characterize how blogging came to integrate the forms, 
content, and practices that defined other genres such as online diary writing, personal publishing, and 
filtering online content. For a similar use of this notion, see Berkenkotter (2001).  
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